FRENCH INDO-CHINA
the French to Yunnan-fou remains among the most costly and laborious
feats of colonization. The government, the colony, and a private
company combined to put through the project. A private company
was essential because part of the line was to be built on foreign
territory.
The negligence with which the route had been traced showed itself
almost at once. At one place an engineer, far from the scene of action,
had marked with his pencil a line on the map, and this was the casual
origin of the unheard-of difficulties encountered in the Namti valley.
Among other minor obstacles it created was the need for a new authori-
zation from the French government, and new land as well as permits
from the none-too-gracious Chinese. This valley became celebrated as
the "mistake of 500 metres*' and presented almost insurmountable
engineering problems. This initial error involved still others: building
on unstable ground, with rock falling from great heights. The pride
of the responsible engineers kept them from acknowledging the error
of their ways, and led them into further mistakes. In 1905 the company
asked more financial aid of the colony. This was granted, but the
following year the sum proved to be insufficient. By 1908 the company
had to be dissolved and the railway taken over directly by the admi0Is-
tratiocL
Labour was one of the chief difficulties, besides the technical
obstacles. The country through which the railway passed was very
sparsely settled. Coolies had to be imported from China at great
expense, and Peking was far from co-operative. The Namti was so
unhealthy that it was 'Called Death Valley. No one was prepared to
cope with this problem. A legend grew up that the railway had cost
the lares of one hundred thousand Annamite and Chinese coolies, but
do        support such figures. The total number of coolies Mred
thousand. Probably 30 per cent of them died—an enormous
area without emigration. Nor were the Europeans spared:
'forty out of tfaee hundred of them died. This marvellous railway escaped
by ah«r*»4sr^thfr«Hnbefflg abandoned at one time, but on April i,
Xgxot the	readied Tinman-foil* The line has proved
to be a	defom rather than an economic miracle. Not
tremendous, but its upkeep is very expeaslm
Tfcc	m	n&oessi£a£ing constant vigilance. Moreover,
resulted in frequent attacks on the Chinese
of the        Fire	before it was finished the rails from Hanoi
to	Ud	mi three.yens later, m 1908, those from

